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The rebellion within the Soul Society grows as doubts spread about the death sentence of ex-

Soul Reaper Rukia Kuchiki. Determined to save her, Rukia's childhood friend Renji vows to cut

down the captain of his own squad, unaware of the terrifying fate that awaits him.
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Zashiru Tensoki, “It was sold by the cover. Well first off, we gotta talk about the cover. As soon

as I saw the cover I had to buy it. Personally I think yoruichi shihon is the sexiest character in

the bleach series and if you love yoruichi as much as I do then this is a must have volume. That

ass of hers is so attractive that every time I open my dresser I can't help but to stair,but enough

about that . When it arrived at my house it came in a very sceptical looking box but when I

opened the box it was in amazing condition it looked like it came straight from the makers .I'm

currently waiting on kenpachi zaraki`s zampakto to arrive. Yet another spectacular volume to

add to the rest .not just the front is great though I recommend reading it first to get to the

surprise in the back pervertionit but a good laugh great buy for any pervert or avid bleach

collector fortunately I'm both,any way well shipped,well worth it buy it!!!!!!!!!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One of the Best Ever. This series is almost unequaled in its depth of

characters, its storylines, and its length. A well written almost never ending tale of action

adventure love betrayal death and almost everything human. Buy the manga, Buy the movies,

Buy the dvd's. If you can find it on blu-ray pick it up and keep it forever. Its certainly worth it.”

alex, “Five Stars. Just a very good copy”

Ingelore M. Nolan, “Five Stars. Grandson loved it”

Icetitan123, “Five Stars. a very Bankai heavy volume but that's a good thing”

Michelle Lynn Carlisle, “Five Stars. to be used it looks very good.  looks hardly used at all.”

Julie L. Hayes, “Paging Ichigo Kurosaki, you're wanted at the Sokyoku!. The countdown to

execution has begun! No time to lose if Rukia Kuchiki is to be saved! Renji is determined to

save his friend, even if he has to go through Byakuya, his captain, to do it. Byakuya is confident

in his ability to defeat Renji, but Renji has been training with Ichigo and has a few surprises up

his sleeves!Kenpachi is happily facing the masked Komamura and the blind Tosen. Finally, a

real challenge! As Rukia is being led to the Sokyoku, across the bridge, she encounters Gin



Ichimaru, who can’t resist a last chance to tease the condemned Soul Reaper. He informs her

that Renji is still alive, and offers to help her. Reaching the Sokyoku, she is asked if she has

anything to say, and makes a last request.Realizing Captain Tosen has used his bankai, Hisagi

wants to go to him, but Yumichika tells him they are not finished. When Tosen questions his

abilities and standing in his company, Yumichika enlightens him as to why he holds the position

that he does. In fact, Yumichika will show him something, if Tosen promises not to tell the other

members of his squad.The execution has begun. It’s now or never, if Rukia is to be saved.This

volume is becoming a real nail-biter as Ichigo and friends battle to save Rukia from what they

consider to be an unwarranted execution. Ichigo is conspicuous by his absence, still working to

learn how to bankai. But he has an indomitable spirit and refuses to consider failure to be an

option. No doubt we’ll see him in the next book. Tosen’s backstory is poignant, and the

revelation of Komamura’s actual face is enlightening. You can’t help but love Yachiru, the way

she refers to Orihime as “Chubby”, and calls Ichigo “Itchy”. Although perhaps that should be

translated as Ichi. It’s hard to tell, and translation can be a tricky thing.There are so many

questions here that beg to be answered. Is Rukia’s so-called infraction really of such a serious

nature that it requires her execution? And, if you go with the idea that Soul Society is a sort of

heaven, where the dead go, and that therefore the Soul Reapers themselves are not alive and

not human, then how can she be executed and what does this really mean to them? Why is

Byakuya such an uptight and cold monster, who is willing to see his own sister lose her life?

Plus we still have the mystery of who killed Captain Aizen. We know it wasn’t Ichigo and

Company, despite what the Soul Society thinks. So who is the killer, and why was he killed? So

many questions, so few answers. .. yet. Something’s gotta give, hopefully in the next

volume.Looking forward to the big event, be there!”

James Sprouse Jr Author of Angecat, “Bleach, Vol. 17. An Inside Look.. The rebellion within the

Soul Society grows as doubts spread about the death sentence of ex-Soul Reaper Rukia

Kuchiki. Determined to save her, Rukia's childhood friend Renji vows to cut down the captain of

his own squad, unaware of the terrifying fate that awaits him.
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Louise Davies, “Good book. Bought for my son - he had no complaints.”

S, “my friend loved the christmas present. in his words, "humina"”

Samantha, “Brilliant book. Bleach is a really brilliant manga series; I definitely recommend

buying this series of books to anyone who enjoys reading manga.”

C. Smith, “Five Stars. Fast and prompt delivery. A classic and exhilarating manga. Worth to

have all the series...”

k nicholson, “a gift. a gift for someone they loved it and have all the books. i havent read them

so cant recommend sorry”

The book by Arlene Cogen has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 130 people have provided feedback.
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